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They sit and laugh in their ivory towers in the land of the cuckoo, as they watch their vassal 
bludgeon innocent men, women and children. The World's people bear witness to this carnage.

Piece by piece the occupier has stolen the Palestinian land. The bullying continues...

Why is Russia preparing for Nuclear War? Will Russia side with Israel or Iran? Putin and Bibi are 
big buddies...

Is is possible that those who sit in their ivory towers are sitting at both sides of the chess table? 
That's exactly how it is. The people are being played and the demons in the Light are being fed.

Why aren't the Israeli people demonstrating against war? Why isn't the rest of the World marching 
against war? War is the chess game that ushers in increasingly tighter control mechanisms...

There are certain countries that will always be unscathed, like the land of the cuckoo clocks. It's no 
accident that this has always been a neutral country. Perhaps the City of London will also always be 
unscathed. It shouldn't take too much grey matter to work out why that is.

Apparently there are 2 schools of thought and 2 possible New World Orders. Biden wants a Uni-
polar World with guess who as the leading country (a re-fashioned Old World Order) and Jinping 
wants a Multi-polar World or so he says. The East West enemy scenario is simply the justification 
for the Military Industrial Complex (the Cash Cow). The East and the West are both in sync with 
the ideals of the WEF and this is where they take their directives from. A New World is indeed 
being shaped – a technological World controlled by the existing controllers and their robots...

All events make sense when you understand the bigger picture. Human life is cheap here – we're 
just fodder for the demons in the Light. If you don't make the connection between the controllers of 
this planet and the demons 'above' it; you will never make sense of everything. This is the Matrix.

The ignorant will always die – there's nought anyone can do about that. The 'awake' can become 
aware of the above (and all of my other material) and get to realise how vulnerable we all are when 
we have frightened, survivalistic mindsets. Yes they can take everything from you tomorrow.

This is why the smart choice is to turn within and live only for your own Soul.

Soul completion takes you beyond the Matrix, because in Soul completion every aspect of your life 
is owned as Wisdom. The Matrix is the trap of emotions. Every emotion is a demon at work. You 
think your mind is your own? It's infested with parasites...

There's a reason the people in Gaza are in Gaza. Maybe next time around they'll be born elsewhere?

The living of the reincarnation trap continues until people wake up to the correct knowledge and 
thus they turn to the one destiny of self mastery (see my article on my home page with this title).

There is no fix for this World because it's a World that is designed purely to evoke emotions in us 
for a specific purpose. We are trapped here in this illusionary life. Individually, we are to free 
ourselves from this trap and that's why I have written it (the necessary steps) down for everyone.

If you sincerely want to help other people; simply forward this... ~ Gary Bate.
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